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For (.u. ~3, t) E p” x iR” x IFi, denote X, = alax, + 2yj a/&, yj = 6/?y, - 2x, S,!& 
and I/, = -f CJ- I Xj t Y: t ia a/at. When a = n - 29, % represents the action of 
the Kohn Laplacian 0, on q-forms on the Heisenberg group. For -n < a < n, we 
construct a parametrix for the Dirichlet problem in smooth domains D near non- 
characteristic points of 8D. A point w of 8D is non-characteristic if one of 
X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y, is transverse to c?D at w. This yields sharp local estimates in the 
Dirichlet problem in the appropriate non-isotropic Lipschitz classes. The main new 
tool is a “convolution calculus” of pseudo-differential operators that can be applied 
to the relevant layer potentials, for which the usual asymptotic composition formula 
is false. Characteristic points are treated in Part II. 
Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Local coordinates on a hypersurface. 
3. Convolution calculus. 4. r, spaces and restriction. 5. Single and double layer 
potentials. 6. An inversion on lH”-’ x lil. 7. Regularity in the Dirichlet problem for 
yn. Appendix A. Appendix B. References. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Let x and y belong to R” and t belong to R. Denote xi = a/;lixj + 2yj a/at, 
Y, = 3/8yj - 2xj a/at, T = i3/& and 
The operator PO for a = n - 2q represents the action of the Kohn Laplacian 
El, on q-forms on the boundary of the unbounded ball in C”+ ’ (see 161). Let 
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D be a smooth domain in (R2”+r. Kohn’s subelliptic estimate [ 131 says that 
for -n < a < n, 
Waft 4) 2 c llGf,2 for 4 E CT(D). 
Here H, denotes the Sobolev space of order s, 
(1.1) 
llalli,=J l&<>l’(1 + Irl’>w 
It follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma (see, for instance, [ 14, Theorem 11) 
that the Dirichlet problem 
Pau=f in D, 
u lm= g 
has a unique generalized solution for all f E C”(D) and g E P(3D). Kohn 
and Nirenberg [ 141 showed that the solution u is smooth up to the boundary 
near all non-characteristic points. A boundary point w of l9D is characteristic 
if the principal symbol of 9= annihilates the normal vector to 3D at w. 
Equivalently, the point w E 30 is characteristic if Xj and Yj are tangent to 
aD at w for all j = l,..., n. Related regularity problems at non-characteristic 
points are treated by Oleinik [16, 171, Baouendi [l], Derridj [ 121, and 
Hung [12]. 
In Part I we will examine boundary regularity near non-characteristic 
points of aD. We will construct a parametrix for the Dirichlet problem that 
will give sharp estimates on a scale of “non-isotropic” Lipschitz spaces 
suited to the operator pa. The results obtained here will be used in Part II 
where we treat the problem of boundary regularity at characteristic points. 
(As we shall see, C”O regularity may fail at those points.) 
The Heisenberg group of degree n is the Lie group IH” whose underlying 
manifold is 6” x IR with coordinates (z, t) = (x + iy, t) and whose group law 
is given by (z, t)(z’, t’) = (z + z’, t + t’ + 2 Im z . z’), z . .? = cj”= I ~~7;. The 
vector fields Xj, Yj, j = l,..., n, and T form a basis for the left-invariant 
vector fields of IH”. The commutation relations are 
In particular, the whole Lie algebra is generated by Xj, Yj and their 
commutators. It follows that the set of non-characteristic points of aD is 
open and dense in 30. For example, the only characteristic points on the 
boundary of the ball ]z12 + t2 < r* are the north and south poles (0, r) and 
(0, -r>. 
On the Heisenberg group there is a natural norm ](z, t)l = (]z]” + t2)1’4 and 
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a notion of dilation 6(z, t) = (6z, 8%). At this point, with all due apology. we 
will shift our notation and represent points of IH” by x, y, and z. Notice that 
the dilation satisfies / 6x1 = 6 1x1 and (6x)(&) = 6(xy) for x and 4’ in IH”. 
The operator ;“b is not only left translation invariant with respect to the 
multiplication on the Heisenberg group, but homogeneous of degree -2 with 
respect to the dilations introduced. These observations enabled Folland and 
Stein [ 61 to construct a fundamental solution to ik& (for (r # in, +(n + 2 j. 
~t(n + 4),...) and the measure the smoothing properties of this inverse in 
terms of the distance 
d(x, y) = / x ‘y 1. (I.31 
The distance d(x, y) incorporates dilation invariance and left translation 
invariant properties: 
d(dx, Sy) = 6d(x, y); d(zx, zq’) = d(x. 4’) 
for 6 E iF?. x, y, and z in IH”. Folland and Stein introduced Lipschitz (or 
Holder) classes r,, 0 < /I < co, that are the analogue of the Lipschitz classes 
il,, based on ordinary Euclidean distance (see Section 4). Roughly speaking, 
Ta is the class of functions with p derivatives with respect to X,. Y,. j = 
1 ,.... n and /I/2 derivatives with respect to T. 
Plan of the Paper 
In both Parts I and II we seek estimates in the Dirichlet problem in a 
smooth domain D in the spaces r, and their restriction to cYD, and 0, 
denoted r,(8D) and r,(D), respectively. Let 4 be supported in a small 
neighborhood of a non-characteristic point of aD. Let --n < 01 < n. Our goal 
in Part I is to prove 
(7.1) THEOREM. For f in r,(D) and g in r, +*(aD) there is a unique 
solution to 
Yffu= f in D and u lm = g. 
Moreover, #u E r, + z(D). 
In the second section we begin analysis of non-characteristic boundary 
points by showing that the structure of the boundary is like that of 
lW”-’ x IR. In Section 4 we deal with various characterizations of Lipschitz 
classes r, and their restrictions to d and aD. The main tool is a class of 
non-isotropic pseudo-differential operators introduced by Nagel and Stein 
[ 151, which are also important elsewhere in the paper. 
To construct a parametrix for the Dirichlet problem, we attempt to imitate 
the classical method of layer potentials. There are two main differences. 
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First, whereas the classical double layer potential (on the boundary) has the 
form Z + K, where K is compact, in our case the operator K is a singular 
integral operator. We avoid this problem by trying to invert the single layer 
potential instead. We now arrive at a more srious difference. The operator 
we wish to invert is a pseudo-differential operator of class Si,z,V2, for which 
no symbolic calculus exists. In the case n = 1, we can choose special coor- 
dinates so that the operator has class S1,2,0, recovering the symbolic 
calculus. For n > 1, we show that there is what we call a convolution 
calculus (Section 3) provided we view the top term of the single (or double) 
layer potential as a kernel on IH”-’ x [R. Thus, there is a symbolic calculus if 
the principal symbol is interpreted as the group Fourier transform on 
IH”-’ x R of a homogeneous kernel. This calculus generalizes the procedure 
of Folland and Stein [6] used to invert ym, because it applies to the 
composition of two kernels as well as the composition of a kernel with a 
differential operator. The proof is just a tedious integration by parts, but it 
requires some new estimates on the way special coordinates approximate 
group multiplication (Propositions (2.6) and (2.10)). 
In Section 5 we show that single and double layer potentials are pseudo- 
differential operators of Nagel-Stein type and calculate their leading terms. 
The inversion of the leading term is accomplished in Section 6, by an 
asymptotic procedure due to Geller in the case IH”. (The main tools are the 
group Fourier transform and a notion called contraction; see [B-lo].) In 
Section 7 we construct the desired parametrix. There is every reason to 
believe that the results and methods of Part I extend without much effort to 
the Dirichlet problem for Cl, on CR manifolds equipped with a metric with 
respect to which the eigenvalues of the Levi form are +l. (See 
16, Section 131). However, the author has yet to extend results of Part II to 
such a context. 
This paper and its sequel, Part II, are a minor revision of the author’s 
doctoral disertation at Princeton University. I am deeply grateful to my 
adviser, E. M. Stein, not only for his many valuable suggestions but for his 
inspiring example in research and teaching. I would also like to thank D. 
Geller for advice in the proof of Theorem (6.1). 
2. LOCAL COORDINATES ON A HYPERSURFACE 
Let D be a smooth, bounded domain in IH” given by a C”O defining 
function r. D = {x ] r(x) > 0). Let F denote the span of the first order vector 
fields Xj, Yj, j = l,..., n. Let N = cj”= , ciXj + dj Yj, where cj = X, r, dj = Yj r. 
A point x E 80 is characteristic if and only if 
Nr(x) = c Xjr(x)* + Yjr(x)’ = 0. 
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Suppose that x is non-characteristic. If Mc 80 is a suitably small 
neighborhood of x, then, multiplying r by a smooth function, we may as well 
assume that Nr = 1 on M. 
Denote V = cJ=, - djXj + cj Yj. Notice that Vr = 0, so that V is tangent 
to M. Denote ,yA = F n T(M), the space of vector tields in % that are 
tangent to M. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. If WE ,FO, hen [V, W] E ,3,,. 
Proof: WE .y’ implies 
W=x ajXjt bjYj, aj, b,j E C”(M). 
Therefore. by (1.2) 
[V, W]=~-dj[Xj, W] tCj[Yj, W] mod 3, 
=x -djbj[Xj, Yj] t cjaj[ Yi. Xi] mod F. 
Now, because W is tangential, 
xdjbjtcjaj=lajXjr+bjYjr= Wr=O on M. 
Therefore, [V, W] E 57. Since V and W belong to T(M), so does 1 V, WI. 
Choose C” functions ctk), dck’: M+ R”. k = l,..., n so that (ctk). dtk’). 
(-d”‘, cck)) is an orthonormal system and I?“) = (c ,,..., c,,), d(“) = (d, ,... , d,). 
This is equivalent to choosing in a smooth way a unitary matrix with given 
unit vector c(“) t id(“) as its last column. Denote 
U,= 9 c;Xjtd;Yj, 
j:l 
k = I,..., n, 
W, = c -d;Xj t c;Yj, 
j= 1 
B = T - (Tr)N. 
k = l,..., n. 
The orthogonality relations for ctk), dck’ imply that U,,..., U, , . 
w wnm,, I ,..., W,, = V, and B are tangent to M. Moreover, they satisfy 
[Ui, Uj] SE [ wi, Wj] z 0 mod 3, 
[ Ui, Wj] = -46, T mod 3. 
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Since B E Tmod Y, we can rewrite these relations as 
[Vi, Uj] E [Wi, Wj] =O mod PO, 
[Ui, Wj] = -46,B mod gO, 
[Ui, V] = [Wi, V] =o mod YO, 
i, j = I,..., n - 1. 
Let m = n - 1. Consider the group IH” x R with coordinates u = 
(UO, UC, U2m+‘), u”, uZm+ ’ E R, and uc E C”. The group law is 
~.~=(~~+~~+21mu~~27,u~+u~,u~“+‘+v~”+~). 
We will also denote uc = r + iv and 
uj = <j, Jtm- i -cl, j = l,..., m. 
The norm for this group is 
I2.d = ((u”)’ + IuC14 +(U2m+1)4)1’4. 
In the case II = 1, m = 0, we use the convention IHo = R with coordinate u” 
and 
1 u I = ((u”)’ + (u’)4)“4. 
The group law is just ordinary vector addition. 
A basis for the left-invariant vector fields on IH”’ x R is given by 
sj = a/ap + 2?j’ a/auO, sj+ m = a/a+ - 2p a/au”, 
so = ape, s,, + 1 = ala2P+ 1. 
A smooth vector field on lHm x R, cj’!!; ’ aj(u) a/ad, will be denoted pl’ if 
q,(u) = O(] u 1). It will be denoted P”) if ai = O(] u I), j = I,..., 2n - 1, and 
so(u) = O((u I’). The commutation relations among Uj, Wj, V, and B given 
above reflect the structure of the Lie algebra of lHm x R. Following Folland 
and Stein [6], we consider the exponential mapping 4(x, m): IH”’ X R + M 
given by 4(x, u) = expX(nZm+ V + u”B + cj”= I ujUj + ujt “Wj). Folland and 
Stein have proved that one can define 0: A4 x M+ IH”’ x R by 
0(x, qqx, u)) = u. 
Moreover, 
(2.2) THEOREM. There exists 0: M x A4 -+ IH” x R satisfying 
(a) 0(x, y) = -O( y, x) (=0(x, y))‘). 
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(b) For fixed x0, the mapping 0(x,, . ): M -+ iHm X ‘F? is a local 
diffeomorphism sending x0 to the origin, and in local coordinates on Ii-“” X T’. 
u, = s, + PO’; w, = Sk+ m + F”‘; 
B = so + 7+‘); v=w,*,=s~,~,tP’. 
(c) The pull-back under the mapping 0(x,, .) of the volume element 
du on IH” x R evaluated at x0 is the volume element of M at x,,. 
(4 I WG z)l < C(l W-T ~11 + I @(z, x>l>. 
We can assign coordinates in a neighborhood 0 of M in it--” by the 
exponential mapping qk A4 x (--co, so) -+ IH” given by 4: (x, E) -+ exp,(sN). 
Thus N = a/&. We can extend vector fields on M to vector fields in 0 = 
o(M X (-so, co)) merely by having them act on level sets in E in the same 
way as they act on the level set E = 0. Thus the vector fields U,, W,, V, B 
are extended in such a way as to commute with a/as. Notice that we have 
extended ,‘gh to ambient vector fields in such a way that SC, and ,F no longer 
coincide away from M. However, if X E 55, then there are a. b E C” (I’.“) 
such that 
X = a(x) a/& + eb(x)B mod %‘Go 
and conversely for any A E ,Yo, there are c, d E C”-(IH”) such that 
A = c(x)X + ed(x)B for some X E .G. 
(2.3 
(2.4) 
We can now show that M sits in IH” in essentially the same way as the 
group lHm x IF! sits in IH’ under the inclusion t = u”, (z, ,..., z,_ ,) = u”. 
Z” = p+ ‘. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Fix x0 EM. Let (c(l), t’“) and ([“‘* t’*‘) belong to 
IH”. Suppose that ([‘*‘, t’*‘) E M and 0(x,, (c’*), t’*‘)) = u. Also, suppose that 
#(x0, E) = (c”‘, 6”). Then 
(a) I[‘” - Q*)l* = E* + (U 2m+‘)2 + (uc12 + O(iel’ + !ui3), 
(b) 6” - t’” - 2 Im z”) . .$*) = u” + 2.5~‘~ + ’ + O(\F I3 + j u 1’). 
Proof: We may as well assume that x0 = 0 E IH”. Note that 
(l”‘, 6”) = exp,(cN), 
(i’*‘, t’*‘) = exp, (u”B + ,t, u’LJi + jz,, uj W, ,,,I. 
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CC’) = E(P) + id’“‘) f 0(&2), 
t”’ = O(l& 13), 
p = U2m t '(-&I + @)) + E uj(cW + $1)) 
j=i 
+ uj+y-d(j) + i&j') + O(l u/2), 
tC2' = u" + O(l u I'). 
The lemma now follows from the orthogonality relations among the cCk), dtk’. 
In order to measure more precisely the way M inherits the group structure 
of IHm x R, we first observe that if u = O(z, x) and u = O(z, y), then we 
expect that 0(x, y) E u-iv. Denote 
A = u- ‘z&(x, y)- l = 0(x, z) O(z, y) O( y, x). 
As we shall see in Section 3, A measures the difference between convolution 
and composition of kernels. We need to show that A is small in an 
appropriate sense. Denote a = (a, ,..., a2,,,+ ,) and 
2mt1 
UC = n (uj)"? 
j=O 
We measure the degree of un giving u” weight 2. 
Fix x and consider A as a function of v = O(z, x) and u = O(z, y). An 
immediate consequence of Taylor’s formula is that there are smooth 
functions 
a n5:M+ IHm x R, cy: A4 x (lHm x W)‘+ IH”’ x R 
such that (Y = (Y, , y2>> 
A= c a,,(x) u”v4 + T‘r&, u, v>, 
la+DI<N-1 
TN(X, u, v> = x qx, u, u) UY’UY2. 
ly,l+lyzl=‘+J 
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(2.6) PROPOSITION. With the notations above, 
(a) If Ia / = 0 or ]/3] = 0, then arro(x) = 0, 
(b) If 1 a / + IpI = 2, then a”,,(x) = 0 (a”,, denotes the u” component qf 
SD.) 
(c) /Al < C(lu-‘v( IuI j~l)“~, assuming IuI < 1 and Iv/ < 1. 
Prooj To prove (a) we need only show that u = 0 implies A = 0 and 
v = 0 implies A = 0, in fact, u = O(z, y) = 0 implies z = 4’. Then 
Theorem (2.2a) implies A = 0, the proof that v = 0 implies A = 0 is similar. 
For (b), recall that, by definition, 0(x, y) = p( 1). where p(O) = ~1~ ’ and 
P’(S) = c u’(p) + uj’“W’(p) + uOB(p) + u2m+ ‘v(p). 
,T, 
(Here, in an abuse of notation, the vector fields U’, W’, B are evaluated at 
points of IH” x R under the identification 0(x, .): M-, IW x a.) 
Define F(O) = v-r, J?‘(S) = ~~~~ ’ u’s,(J), 0 < s < 1. Thus jj( 1) = L’ ‘u. 
To compare g(l) with p(l), note that the triangle inequality, (2.2d). 
implies that (p(l)] < C(( u] + 1 v I). The triangle inequality on the group says 
] 6, Lemma 8.91 
lu-‘VI < C(lul+ lvl). (2.7) 
Thus, ]p”(l)] < C(]u] + Iv]). Next, forj> 1, 
Thus. 
(P’(S) - b(s)1 5 C(lul + lvl)2. 
Consequently, 
p”‘(s) - p”‘(s) = c U’O(lP12 + Ip’l’) 
+ u”O((p( + IFI) + x 2 Im u’(~“(s> - F(s)) 
= 0(lul(lul + IA>‘). 
Hence, 
lPO(l) - iwl= O((lul + MI”). 
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Finally, 
A0 = (v-‘Up(l)-‘)” 
=jP(l)--p’(l)-2Imj7(1). p’(1) 
= j?(l) - p’(1) - 2 Im 6(l)(p’(l) - P(l)) 
= O((lul + I4>“>* 
This proves (b). 
(2.8) Remark. If f E C’O(lRki X Rk*) and f(x, 0) = 0, f(O, Y) z 0, then 
f(x, y) = c xi Yk hjk(X, y) for some hjk E C”. Indeed, 
Note that if u = U, then x = y, and as in part (a), d = 0. Therefore, as a 
particular case of the remark we can write 
A = 2 (U’ - Uj) ukgjk(x9 UT u)* (2.9) 
Thus, IA’l<Clu-‘vlluj. By symmetry, JA’(<Clu-‘v(lu(, and (c)follows 
for I A’(, If 0, because min((u (, I o 1) < (I u 1 Iu ()l”. 
We conclude with the proof of (c) for A’. From (a) and (b) we have 
Differentiating (2.9), we can write 
&$A0 = g;k(x, U, u) + o((Ul + IV/). 




UO- uO( (uj( + (1241 + Iul) Id- ujl lul) 
,< C(lu-‘VI Ju(* + (UP VI IUI IVI + Iu-‘4* 14). 
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By symmetry, we can obtain a similar estimate with u and t’ reversed, and 
(c) follows. 
For u = (u”, U’ ,..., ~*~+l), s > 0, we denote su = (A’, SU’ ,..., suzrn+ ‘). 
Note that ISU/ = s lu(. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. For any E, > 0 there exists r. > 0 and E{, > 0 such 
that if Iu/ <r. and lup’vl > ~,lul, then Iu -‘v(sd)( > ~{,/2:/ for all s, 
o<s< I. 
ProoJ: The triangle inequality (2.7) implies Iu- ‘v(sd)l > C ’ 111 ‘L 
/Al. But by (2.6c), 
id/ < C((U-’ 22 124 jul)“‘< C/2(- ‘vi $‘r~{* <+C ’ 1~~ ‘I” 
for sufficiently small ro. 
3. CONVOLUTION CALCULUS 
Before we introduce the sort of operator on the hypersurface M that arises 
in the method of layer potentials, we will examine the model case on the 
group lHm x iR. Denote by r= (to,..., rZrni ,) the dual variable to u = 
(UO,..., U2m + L ). The dual distance is lrl = (6: + (<f + a.s + &, r ,)2)“4. Denote 
by S(p) the class of distributions k on IY” x n with compact support 
satisfying I(~alxa) w < c, I rip- Ini. (Recall that ;a/ = 
2uo+a,+~~~+a2,+, .) For 4 E CF(IHm X IR) and k, k,, kz distributions 
with compact support we define convolution (6 3 k and k, * kz by 
(@ * k)(u) = (4,~ k), where O,(V) = I(uv ‘k 
(4, k, * k,) = ((4 * k,),,, k:. 
(3.1) 
There is a linear map L, such that L,(u - ~1) = 11~ ‘u. Denote L, = ‘Z,,, ‘, 
Then 
Thus the mapping 4 + 4 * k is represented by a pseudo-differential operator 
a(u, D), with a(~, <) = ~@,(~)). Let po(u, 0 = lE,(t;)I. p,(u, <) is a distance 
function in the sense of Nagel and Stein. There is an associated symbol class 
S& introduced by Nagel and Stein. Because the definition is complicated. we 
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will only give properties of Nagel-Stein symbols. For the full definition, see 
[ 15, p. 561. In the special case of p,,, k E S(p) if and only if ~(~,(~)) E S&,. 
The more general picture is as follows. Denote L, = -V,O(x, y) lyzX. L, 
has a coordinate-free meaning as a mapping of tangent spaces. L,: T,(M) -+ 
T&H” x R) is given by L,(X) = -X0(x, y) lyzX, where X is a vector field 
on M acting in the y variable. t, = ‘L; i acts on the cotangent space rjs(J4). 
Thus P(X, 0 = I&(t)1 is a function on the cotangent bundle T*(M). p(x, <) is 
a distance function in the sense of Nagel and Stein. The main example of 
symbols of the corresponding class Si is given by 
(3.2) THEOREM [ 151. If k E S(p) and 
then there exists b(x, r) E SE such that 
T(f)(x) = b(x, D) f(x) = jl e-znicx-y)‘%(x, 0 f(Y) & &. 
(Here we have omitted for simplicity the usual cut-off function in y. u’y is the 
volume element ofM.) Nagel and Stein also proved a composition theorem 
theorem 
(3.3) THEOREM. Zf uj(x, <) E SF, j = 1,2, then there exists b(x, <) E 
Sp’+p2 such that P 
a,(~, D) o a,(~, 0) = b(x, 0). 
Our goal in this section is to describe b(x, <) of (3.3) more accurately in the 
case when a, and a2 are of the form given by (3.2). We will do this in terms 
of convolution on the group IH” x Ft. 
We begin with some facts about S(p). 
P/&4” maps S(p) to S(p + /a/). (3.4) 
Multiplication by U” maps S(p) to S(p - I a I). (3.5) 
Convolution maps S(p,) X S(p2) + S(p, + p2). (3.6) 
Let 4 E CF(IHm x R), 4,(u) = Ka#(J-‘u) (a = 2m + 3, the homogeneous 
dimension of IH”’ x R. 8-b = (6-‘u”, &‘u’,..., 8-‘uZm+ ‘).) 
If k E S(p), then k * #6 E S(p) with seminorm independent 
of 6 as 6+ 0. Also, lim,+, k * ds = k in the sense of (3.7) 
distributions. 
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Assertions (3.4) and (3.5) are easy to check. Assertion (3.6) follows from 
Theorem (3.3) applied to the symbol classes for the distance function pO. The 
first part of (3.7) follows from (3.6) and the observation that (5, belongs to 
S(0) uniformly as 6 -+ 0. The second part of (3.7) is just the dual of the 
approximate identity property for 4s on CF. 
We add one further remark. 
If k E S(p) and p > ---a, then (k(u)1 < C /u/ p-u, where C 
depends only on finitely many S(p) seminorms. (3.81 
To prove (3.8), use a smooth partition of unity to partition /;(?J into a 
series of functions supported on annuli 1 <I N 2’ for j = 1, 2, 3.... Integration 
by parts then gives the desired estimate. 
The restriction p > -a in (3.8) and property (3.6) points to the difference 
between the classes S(p) and homogeneous distributions. Even in Euclidean 
space the convolution of two homogeneous distributions need not be a 
homogeneous distribution. For example, the convolution of 1x1~~ ’ 4(x) with 
itself in R* gives a logarithmic singularity. In order to obtain property (3.6). 
the most convenient substitute for homogeneous distributions is to measure 
the size of the Fourier transform as in our definition of S(p). 
One way to make sense of the formal expression for Tf(x) in (3.2) is to 
use (3.7). In fact, 
Tf(x) = 1-f e- *ni@(~,~).tQg fty) dy dr 
._ 
= i’./-(v) k(@(y, x)) 4 
= ‘6~ j” f(y)(k * #&@(Y, 4) do. 
(As before, we omit the cut-off function in ~7.) 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let k, E S(p,) and k, E S(p). Denote 
Tjfb) = (f(y) kj(@(y, xl) dr? 
V-(x) = If(y)@, * k,)(W. -x)1 4v. 
Then for any 1 one can write 
T, 0 T, - T = P,(x, D) + E,, 
where P,(x, <) E SpPxtP2-’ and the kernel of E, is in C”‘(M X M). 
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Proof: Replacing k, and k, by k, * OS and k, * #a) we can assume that 
these kernels are smooth with compact support. This smoothing gives 
rigorous meaning to the integrals and integrations by parts carried out 
below. 
T, 0 T, f(x) = f I+, x) f(z) dz, 
where 
K(z, x) = f k,(@(.v, x>) k,(@(z, Y>> 4~. 
Denote u = O(z, y) and u = O(z, x). Fix x. Our goal is to expand K as a sum 
of ordinary convolution terms and errors. Recall that O(y, x) = u-&l. 
K(z, x) = 
I 
k,(u - ‘VA) k,(u) J(u, v) du, 
where J(u, v) is the Jacobian determinant of the change of variable y I-+ u. 
By Theorem (2.2c), 
J(u, v) = 1 + c b,giav4 + 2 bcrS(u, u) uau5, 
l<la+4I<N iat41 =N 
where b,, are smooth functions of x, and also of u and v when /aI + IpI = N. 
Next, apply Taylor’s theorem to k,(u-%($A)) as a function of s, 0 <s 4 1, 
to obtain 
k,(u-‘VA) = x C,An(D”k2)(u-‘u) + I?,&-‘u, A), 
IdSN 
where 
ii u,,,sj(u - ‘v)~I Ay2(Dysk,)(u - ‘u(sA)) ds. 
Da is the left-invariant extension of P/&P at the origin. The inner sum in 
~=(~,,~~,~~)~~~j~~~~~fi~~ly,I=I~,l+I~,l,~~j~l~,l/~,~+~~/~,/,< 
2(N + l), 1 y,) <N + 1, I y3 ( < 2(N + 1). Finally, write A in the power series 
given by (2.6). It is crucial that Aj vanish to second order in u and v and that 
A0 vanish to third order. This means that A” is written as a sum of 
monomials in u and v of non-isotropic degree at least j / y2 I. In particular, 
lA”l<C(l~l+I~l) . (3’z)‘y2’ Consequently, K(z, x) can be written as a sum 
and/or integral of terms of the following forms. 
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(i) J kz(U-‘21) k,(u) du = k, * k2(V). 
(ii) const. J (D%,)(u-‘v) k,( u ualva*du,wherelyl-la,l-Ia,I~-l. ) 
(iii) const. J (D%,)(u- ‘v&l)) k,( u u%%(u, v) du with 0 < s < 1 and ) 
c(u, v) a smooth function. If we go sufficiently far in each Taylor series and 
remember the gain from dy2, we can suppose that in terms f type (iii) we have 
jy/ - la,/ - (a,1 < -N for any large value of N. 
The main term (i) is the kernel of T. By (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), a kernel 
k(v) from a term of type (ii) belongs to S(p, + pz - 1). Thus, applying 
Theorem (3.2), the contribution from terms of type (ii) is of class Szl+ ‘! ‘. 
It remains to show that for any 1, terms of type (iii) are C”’ functions of L 
for sufficiently large I a, I + I a, I - I yl. The key estimate is 
(3.10) LEMMA. Let h, and h, be Cy functions with h,j of class S(,u,). 
Thenfor O<s< 1, 
where C depends only on the S(pj) seminorms. 
The theorem is an easy consequence of this lemma. Derivatives in x and z 
of terms of type (iii) are again of type (iii) with a smaller value of I a, / + 
/a, / - I y I. So it suffices to prove that such a term is bounded. Let 
h,(u) = u”‘k,(u) and h2(u) = DYk,(u). Then ,uuz = pz - /y/ and p, = p, + /a, i. 
Using the lemma we obtain a bound for terms of type (iii) of the form 
~t’~l~21(~v~P’+P2+l~ll-lYI + 1)1vl-Q-2, which is bounded as / t’l + 0 for 
sufficiently large / aI 1 + I a2 I - I yl. 
The proof of the lemma requires an elaborate integration by parts. The 
key point is the validity of Propositions (2.6) and (2.10). As preparation we 
prove some formulas. 
For k, and k, in S(p) we will say that k, ‘v k, if k, -k, E Cff and the Cg 
seminorms of k, - k, depend only on the S(p) seminorms of k,. Now let 
h, E S(p,) and h, E S(,u*) as in Lemma 3.10. Then for any positive integers 
N, and N,, 
where hi4’ E S(p, - IPI), IpI =N, and N, + 1. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Furthermore, in (3.11) the seminorms of h\“’ in S(p, - j/31) depend only 
on the seminorms of h, in S(p,), and similarly in (3.12). 
To prove (3.1 l), let S, ,..., S,,, , denote a basis for the left-invariant 
vector fields on IH”- ’ x R of homogeneous degree -1 as in Section 2. The 
operator L = cjz: ’ Sj has an inverse with homogeneous degree -a + 2 (see 
1% 61). If $( u is a smooth cut-off function that is identically 1 in a ) 
neighborhood of the origin, and gj = Sj(~L- ‘h,), then gj E S@, - 1) and 
h, N 2 Sj gj. (In the case m = 0, a similar equality is obtained using the 
inverse of the heat operator.) Iterating, we have h, N XI,,=,, Saga, with 
g, E S(p I - N,). Next, observe that S” = JJ d,,,,(aY2/6kY*) u”, where 1 yz I- 
ly,l =laI and lal<lrzl <2 Ial. Thus h, can be written as a linear 
combination of terms 
for some /3 with I/3 = N, or N, + 1. Moreover, 
aY,-0 
auy2-4 uY’gu E S(P, - IPI>* 
Equation (3.12) is a consequence of (3.11) and the observation that 
ww”)~)trl- l > v is a linear combination of terms of the form 
where IY2I-IY1I=lSI* 
We now proceed with the proof of Lemma (3.10). Denote I=( h,(u) 
h,(u-‘u(sd)) c(u, u) du. 
Case la. If pu, > 0 and pu, > 0, then /11< CrPa-“lPP2-‘, where r = 1~1. 
Let 4 E Cr(lH”’ x R) be such that 
4(u) = 1 IUI <co 




h,(u) c(u, u) q5(rp1(u-‘u)) h,(u-‘u(sd)) du, 
I, = 
I 
h,(u) c(u, u)(l - #(r-‘(u-b))) h2((u-‘u(sd)) du. 
To estimate I,, choose N, so that ,u, < N, < p 1 + 1. From (3.11) we have 
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where /zt4’ E S(p, - lpi). Thus by (3.8), s l/~‘,~‘(u)l du < C, with C depending 
only on the S(,U,) seminorms of h,. Integration by parts in Zz gives terms of 
the form 
I_ hyyu) gp (c(u, u)(l - f$(T-l(U-‘c))) h,(u ‘c(sLl))) du. 
We shall prove 
lg&(u, u)(l -~(r-‘(U-‘U)))h,(u-‘Y(Sd))) / < Crp’!-,“~~’ (1. (3.13) 
Since /ziD’ is integrable, (3.13) implies II,1 < CF”~ Us U: ‘. 
On the support of 1 - $(r-‘(u-Iv)), I u-It’/ > cOr. Proposition 2.10 implies 
/u- ‘u(sd)l > EL r. This is the key point of the proof. On the left hand side of 
3.13, h, and its derivatives will be evaluated at a point whose distance from 
the origin is at least sbr. We calculate 
i n 
f 2x (n-‘u)+$ (x)& . (3.14) 
I x -u ‘TV 
$ h,(u-‘u(sd)) = - $) h,(x) + \‘s&lh 
7 
ax1 (x) 
f 2 y (U-‘u)‘*m . (3.15) 
1 I u ‘HTAJ 
Proposition 2.6 gives estimates 
I(w))iI ,< Cr, j> 1; ldejl < Cr, j> 1. (3.16) 
Hence, using (3.14) and (3.15), 
$h,(u-‘u(sd)) < cr- 1 --(I-- Ul, j> 1. 
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Similarly, we can estimate higher derivatives 
For cases where the derivatives fall on 0 we need the (easy) estimate 
g $d(r-l(u-‘u)) 5 cr-‘Y’. 
Combining these last two estimates gives (3.13). 
To bound I,, we make a change of variable Fu(u) = v&l-’ u-‘u = q. Let 
H, be the inverse, u = H,(q). Let JH, denote the Jacobian of H,, JF, the 
Jacobian of F,. 
I, = 
i 
h,(H) c(H, u) $(r- ‘(H-b)) h,(q-‘v) JH, dq. 
The change of variable makes sense because F is invertible. More precisely, 
we will calculate that JF, = Z + O(r). 
Recall that A = C uiujhj(u, u). 
~ F~,(u) = -SA’,i + 6, = 6, + O(r), i>l, j>l. 
c(u) = -sA” + u” + c 4(d(sA)j+ “@A)‘) 
+ 2 2((sA)’ :i+m - (,)jtm u’). 
Hence, if i > 1, 
~~(~)=-~A~~~~sA’*“+~O(~)A~~+O(~~~)A~~ 
= O(r), by (3.16). 
Y$ c”,(u) = 1 + O(A”,o + A$,) = 1 + O(r). 
$ F{(u) = $ (-sAj + u’) = -A$ = O(r). 
Using (3.12) with N, < ,u, < N, + 1. 
h,(q-‘?I) q Yy’-&h:7)(11-1u), 
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where /z$“ES(,U~+(Y~I-IY~~) and I~~l-l~il=N~ or N,+l. It follows 
from (3.8) that h$” is integrable with bound depending only on the SQL,) 
seminorms of h,. An integration by parts allows us to write I, as a sum of 
terms of the form 
,i d’ $ (c(H, v) qqr- ‘(H- ‘0)) h,(H)JH,.) h’yq - ‘v) cd?/. 
The estimate we want is 
$ (c(H, v> WW’V)) h,(H)JH,,) < Cr-“- @I- 131” (3.17) 
As in the case of I,, an immediate consequence of (3.17) is that 11, i < 
cr-“-“,-U*-l 
On the supbort of d(r-‘(K’v)), I U-‘VI < 2s0r. If Ed is sufficiently small, 
the triangle inequality implies that I u / > ir. Also, /A I < Cr implies / q ‘c / = 
I u _ ‘v(sA)I < Cr. Finally, note that the inverse matrix of JF, namely, JH,, has 
the form JH, = I + O(r) because JF, does. Therefore, by the chain rule. 
I(8ply”) h,(H)1 < cr-“- U1-‘O’ for (HI > ;r, and finally 
$((rF yH-%)) < cr-‘4’. 
These estimates combine to prove (3.17) and Case la is complete. 
Case lb. Denote ,u’ = max(p, 0). Then for any values of P 1 and ,u,, 
III< Cr-“-‘i-“Tm’. 
This is an immediate consequence of (la), since S@,) c S(,U,+ ). 
Case 2. If p, < 0 and ,uu, > 0. Then 
111 < C(r-wi-‘2 + 1) r- a- ‘. 
Choose N, as before, pE12 < N, <puz + 1 and integrate by parts as above for 
I,, but without introducing the cut-off function 4. This yields terms of the 
form 
1 [ VY’ & (c(H, v) h,(H))] /l:Y’(q-‘v) d?f. 
Recall that the derivative of H with respect to v, JH, = 1+ O(r). This can be 
expressed using Taylor’s formula as JH, = I + c cju’, where cj is a smooth 
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function of H and V. Using the chain rule we can then rewrite the integral 
above as a sum of terms 
j 0” (gh) W) c(K v) h:Y’(rl-‘v) drt, 
where CEP, h$“E S(p, -N,) Iy4( - 1~~1 =A’, or N, + 1. Since 
(ay4Fy4) h, E Gel, + 1~4 I>, we can change variables back to du so that the 
integral we get is of the type arising in Case lb. We obtain the estimate 
crlY,lr-a-(u,+ lY,l) +-(rr,-N,)+-I< crlY~ly-a-(~,tl~~l)+-l 
\ 
< c(r-w’-u2 + 1) r-u-2. 
Case 3. If ,u, > 0 and ,L, < 0, then ]I] < C(F“I-~* + 1) r-O-‘. 
The argument here is similar, but simpler than that in Case 2. Integrate by 
parts as we did in Case 1 for I,, but without introducing the cut-off function 
1 - 4. This reduces matters to terms of the form 
.i h:4’(u) T$ (c(u, v) h,(u-‘v&4))) dn, 
with hi4’ E S(p, - [PI), IpI = N, or N, + 1, p, (N, <,B, + 1. In light of 
(3.14) and (3.15), (a4/&“) h,(u-‘v(d)) can be written as a sum of terms 
vyk’y’(u-‘v(s/4)) c(u, v), 
where key’ E S(p2 + I y ] + ] PI). Applying lb, we have the estimate 
< C(r-u1-u2 + 1) r-‘-*. 
Case 4. If ,u, < 0 and ,u, < 0, then 
III< C(r-p1-u2 + 1) F-*. 
This follows immediately from Case (lb). 
4. r, SPACES AND RESTRICTION 
Q.E.D. 
Recall that the distance function on IH” such that for any x E IH”, there 
exists a polynomial in y, P,,,,,(y) such that If(y) -P,,,,,(y)] < C? for 
d(x, y) < 6. (See [ 15, Sect. 41.) Let F denote a monomial of length ] y] in Xj 
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and Yi, j = l,..., n, a basis for the left-invariant vector fields on IH” of 
homogeneous degree - 1. 
(4.1) THEOREM 1151. r,= {f]f=z&, where fi E C” and 
I*$\ < C2-j’4-““fir Iyl </?+ 2). 
Remarks. As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, r, is a real interpolation 
scale and r,+ , = {f ] X,f, Yjf E r,}. This definition is not the same for 
integer values of /? as that given in Folland and Stein 161, but they are 
equivalent because both families of spaces are real interpolation scales (see 
]6, 10.51). 
There is a more general approach to the spaces f, also introduced in [ 15 / 
that allows us to define T,(M). Corresponding to the distance function 
p(x, c) on T * (M) defined in Section 3, there is a dual distance on M itself 
(see [ 15, p. 361). In fact, it is easy to calculate that the dual distance is just 
the restriction of d(x, JJ) to M. We can now define T,(M) as the class of 
function f on M such that for all x E M and all 6 > 0, there exists a 
polynomial Q,,,s,(~j) in local coordinates on M such that 
If(v) - Q,,.s,(~)I < C6’ whenever d(x, .v) < 6. 
(4.2) THEOREM 1151. If a(x, ?J E SpP, then a(x. D) is a bounded 
operator from T,(M) to T,-,(M), provided ,LI - p > 0. 
In this section we will sketch the 
(4.3) THEOREM. The restriction of Tu to M equals T,(M). 
(We are only concerned with local properties here, so any problem at the 
edges of M will be ignored.) The proofs of the main lemmas will be given in 
Appendix A. 
The reader can check that 
Uj, Wj, and V have symbols of class Si. 
B has a symbol of class Sz. 
(4.4) 
Denote by A7 a monomial in U, ,..., U,,,, W, ,..., W,, V of length / y 1. An 
operator p,(x, 0) on M is called a Poisson-type operator of order k if for 
6 2 0, 
uniformly in E. Consider 
P,f (xl = c 11 e- Znie(X,Y)‘te-dtlf(y) &d<. 
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If R(c) = ss(#/&‘) eeE’l’, then k E S(j - S) uniformly in E. Therefore, as a 
result of (4.4) and Theorems (3.2) and (3.3), P,f(x) = p,(x, O)f, where 
p,(x, 0) is a Poisson-type operator of order 0. 
The action of X in coordinates (a, x), x E M is given by (2.3). In light of 
(2.3), (2.4), (4.4), and Theorem (3.3), the definition of a Poisson-type 
operator is equivalent o 
uniformly in s. 
The fact that T,(M) c Restr. r, IM now follows from two lemmas. (The 
inclusion for integer values of p follows from real interpolation.) 
(4.5) LEMMA. If f E I’,(M) and p,(x, D) is a Poisson-type operator of 
order 0 and g(w) = p,(x, D)f, where w has coordinates (E, x), then g is 
smooth for E > 0 and IxYg(w)l < C max(1, d(w,M))P-iY’ for fi # 1~1. 
Let D be a smooth domain in IH”. Denote by r,(D) the restriction of r, 
to 6. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Suppose that k < ,f3 < k + 1, g E ?(D) and 
jXg(w)l < C max(1, d(w, D))p-‘y’ for IvlG3@+ 1). 
Then g belongs to I’@). 
These lemmas, as well as the opposite inclusion Restr. r, I,+, c r,(M) will 
be proved in Appendix A. 
We would like to mention the analogous symbol classes on the ambient 
space IH” to the classes S& on IH”’ x IR. We will denote by p(x, r) the 
function on the cotangent bundle of IH” defined in the same way as p,, on 
IH”’ x IR. Theorems (3.2), (3.3), and (4.2) are valid for Si, too. Xi, Yj have 
class Sk and T = a/i% has class S$. Thus ga has class S$. The fact that 
these symbol classes and the spaces To are well suited to the study of 9a is 
expressed by the fact that if -n < a < n, then the homogeneous fundamental 
solution to ip, is (locally) an operator of class S;“. 
5. SINGLE AND DOUBLE LAYER POTENTIALS 
Recall that u = (u’, #I,..., u”“+‘) and a = 2m + 3. Denote U’ = 
(u’,..., uZm+ l ).Chooseasothat-n<a<n(n=m+l). 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Denote 
g,(u) = $cu) u4(lut 12 + $ + Uo)-(n+~)12-jl(lUf 12 + $ _ UO)-(--(I)/2-j2, 
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where q5ECr(IHmxlR). Let ~=~~~--2jl--2jZ+1. If A+6>0, then 
?g,(u) E S(-6 - A) uniformly us c -+ 0. 
Proof. We can assume that A < a. Otherwise, we can reduce to that case 
by integration by parts. Denote 
f,(u)=uL3(lur12 + E + iUO)-(n+a)12-il(lUI/2 + E-~uO)-(n--a)i2-j:. 
If 0 < A < a, then Ij;(<)i < C, min(/ <I P-x. 151~ “) 
If,? < 0, then If,({)1 < C, min(1, 151--“). 
(5.2) 
The only non-trivial part of (5.2) is the estimate as /<I --t 0 when 0 < 1 < a. If 
4 is a smooth cut-off function that is 1 near the origin we can write f, as 
fl = #I - f!! + (1 - ~>(fl - o) + fo. 
The main point is that Jo is a homogeneous distribution of degree -a + A. 
This is true even when A= 0, because in that case IpI is odd so thatfo(u) has 
mean value zero. Therefore, lfo(<)l < C jr\-.‘. Furthermore, we can write 
(1 - #)(f, - f,) = (1 - 4) J’A (a/&)f, dc. The integrand (a/&)f, decreases 
like Iul ~at.l-2 as / u I+ co. Hence an easy integration by parts shows 
iW -4M - fX(t)l < C ltl~ .’ as l#-+O. 
Finally, it is easy to see that (@,)^({) and ($]o)^(<) are bounded when 1 > 0. 
(When A = 0, we need again the fact that fo(u) has mean value zero.) 
Now to prove (5.1) notice that g,(u) = ~*‘.\-‘fi(~ -‘u) d(u). Thus 
(Recall that et = (c2ro, EC, ,..., sczrn+ ,).) 
Part (a) 6 = 0 
Split the integration in v into two regions 
(1) it- III > hllrl, 
(II) I<- VI = 2p’lr13 j = 3, 4,... . 
2 cLcta 
i 
(e ItI)-’ I&O drls C ItI-? for A. > 0. 
(I) 
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Ea i Imt - rt)l I i(tl)I drl (II) 
This is because j<--qI-2-jl~l implies Iql-l<l, and I&q)(<C,(qI-“‘. The 
sum is dominated by 
because 1 ( a. If we choose N= a, we obtain I g,(r)1 5 C ItI-‘, for 15 0. 
Next, I g,(<)/ 2 J I g,(u)1 du 5 C uniformly in E provided L > 0. This 
completes the estimate on g,(r) when 6 = 0. The estimate on (aY/aQ g,(r) is 
actually contained in the previous one because v/w k?,(r) = 
const.(uYg,)*(l). Thus g, E S(4). 
Part (b) 6 > 0 
Case (i). E [<I < 1. Then E < [<I-‘. If A < 0, then 
i? I $,(Lj 5 s6 [ I g,(u)1 du 5 Ce’+’ 5 C min(1, I<l-‘-‘). 
since 6 + A > 0. 
If 3, > 0, then from part (a) 
e6 I g,(<)l 5 Cc’ min( 1, lcl-A) 5 C min( 1, I <l-“-s) 
since 6 5 0. 
Case (ii). E I</ > 1. Use the formula 
Partition the integration in three regions 
(A) It- VI > $&3 
03) lt-rll=2-‘l<l, j = 3, 4 )...) 2’ < & l<l. 
cc> l~-vI=2-%l~ 2’ > E ItI. 
(A) Es+a j *(E Irl)-“-s l$?J(rj)l dr]5 c l</ys. 
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provided N, > Q and N, is large. 
(C) When A < 0, the third part is dominated by 
for large N,. 
When A > 0, the third part is dominated by 
f3ta \y - I (~2-~l<()-~‘~<~-“‘dq 
zj>citl . Il-~i--2 jell 
5 Cc” l~l--l-.“l+Q L 
2jJeltl 2 
i(a .4) 
2 cc-a+fi+a iri-“, 5 c 151 -,v 
since II < a, N, large. 
Let M be a non-characteristic piece of aD as in Section 2. 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let w E 0 n D have coordinates (E, x), x E M. Let 
y E M. Let K( y, w) be the (homogeneous) fundamental solution of ip,, - n < 
n < n. Then for every 1, there exist k,, h,, ro, r,, such that 
K(Y, w) = k,(@(y, xl) + r,,(y, w). 
i K(Y, w) = h,(@(y, x)) + r,(y, w), 
where r,) and r, are C’(M x 0). For 6 > 0 
e8k, E S(-1 - S); e”h, E S(4) 
uni$ormlUv in c. 
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k;(U) = Cn,a(lu’ 1’ + 2 - i(u” + 2&uZm+ 1))-((n+a)‘2), 
X (Iu’12 + c* + i(u” + 2.5~~*+‘))--((~-~)~~). 
(5.4) COROLLARY. K( y, (E, x)) is a kernel representing an operator of 
Poisson type of order - 1. Moreover K( y, (E, x)) - &( O( y, x)) represents an 
operator of Poisson type of order -2. 
Theorem (5.3) is a consequence of Propositions (2.5) and (5.1). Using 
(2.5), K( y, x) can be expanded in a Taylor series about (0, 0) of (truncated) 
homogeneous distributions in E and u = O( y, x). The top terms is I;,(U). (The 
formula for K is const. @,(y-ix), where x, y E IH” and Ga is given in 
Appendix B. See also [6].) 
In the notation of (5.1), 
I;,(u) = const. g,(u” + REUSE+ I, u’). 
Hence, 
b3 = const. d,(to ,...7 tzmy Tzm+ 1 - WO). 
It is easy to check that gE(<) therefore satisfies the same estimates as d,(c) as 
in (5.1). For example, 
2 clrl-3, uniformly in E. 
The gain of ]c]-2 over kq(l) is made possible by the factor E in the second 
term. 
Lower terms in the Taylor expansion for K are also covered by (5.1), and 
they have better decrease. The remainder in Taylor’s formula is easily seen 
to be of class C”‘(M x M), where I is as large as we like depending on the 
length of the Taylor formula. 
The procedure for (a/&) K(y, x) is similar. We need only examine the top 
term :
; @> = hyyu) + by(U), 
where 
hyyu) = 4(&2 + 2&(UZm+‘)2 + 2E 1 u’ I’) 
X (a _ ib)-(“+CZ)/*-](a + ib)-(n-aY2--1, 
hp)(u) = ~~Zrn+ luO(a _ ib)-(n+a)/2-1(a + ib)-("-"V2-l, 
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with 
a = Iu’IZ + E2, b = u” + 2mZm + ‘. 
Both of these terms are of the kind studied in (5.1). h’,“(u) is a multiple of an 
approximate identity. (This is not surprising for a double layer potential.) 
The second term tends to a singular kernel as E -+ 0, unlike the integrable 
kernel obtained in the classical case. 
Theorems (5.3) and (3.2) imply that s’K(y, (E. x)) represents an operator 
of class S;’ ~’ uniformly in E, and .?(8/&) K(y, (E, x)) represents an 
operator of class S;” uniformly in E. Also, s”(K(y, (E, x)) - 
const. k,(O(y, x))) represents an operator of class S; 2-s uniformly in E. 
The proof of the corollary requires us to understand higher derivatives in 
e. Recall from (4.4) that if A E ,YO, then A has class Si . The bad direction B 
is only of class St. Using (2.3) and the fact that U; is non-characteristic on 
M. 
+ E2d(W)B2 +e(w)B, 
with Ai E ,Fo, and c(w) # 0 in a neighborhood of M. We now use 
YaK(y, w) = 0 for w # y. It follows that for E > 0, 
$K(y, w) = -c(w)-’ I 1 C[j(W)AiL4~j + EL Cj(W) BAi ii 
+ c2d(w)B2 + e(w)B K(y, w). 
1 
Note that E commutes with Aj, B. Thus (d2/h2)K = L, K + L,&K + L,&‘K. 
where L,, L,, and L, are operators of class Si, Si, and Si, respectively. 
Hence by Theorem (3.3), (a’/&‘) K(w, y) corresponds to an operator of 
class Si uniformly in E. In general, using this formula for (8’/&‘)K 
repeatedly, any expression 
E~A~$K(Y. (E, x)) 
can be written as a sum of terms of the same kind with different A;, for 
which j = 0, 1 only. (Recall that A’ and a/& commute.) The corollary then 
follows from Theorem (3.3) and the properties of K and (i?/&)K above. 
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6. AN INVERSION ON IH”-‘X R 
We will now invert the main term of the single layer potential restricted to 
the boundary. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Suppose that -n < a < n, 
f,(u) = (I u’ (2 - iuO)- (ntu)/2(Juq2 + iUO)-(n-aM2* 
There exists a homogeneous distribution g,(u) that is smooth away from the 
origin such thatf, * g, = g, * f, = 6. (Convolution on IH”’ x IA, m = n - 1.) 
ProoJ We will use notations in this section that conform to the usual 
ones for the Heisenberg group H”. z = (u’,..., urn) + i(umtl ,..., u’“‘). t = u”, 
x = u”““. The variables (c, r, <) with c E R2m, r E R, <E R will be dual to 
x, respectively. Denote zj = ui + iujtm and r = (r, ,..., r,) = 
ose that f depends on r, t, and x only, then the group 
ST(f) is diagonal and its entries can be represented by the 
formula [ g2.10; 91 
F(f) = m 73 c-h P = 031 3***3 &A 
F(P, 5, t) = c,aG\ eix’sei”‘f(r, t, x) 
x e-‘T”“2L;b;1(2 171 Irl’) lr12m-’ dlrl, 
where L;bT’ is the Laguerre polynomial 
IDI ]/I]+m-1 (-s)~ 
LGT’(s)= z. jPj-(n- 1) 7 ( ) 
ak=#{PIk=p,+.*++lJ,}= (mfp). 
(6.2) 
Here and elsewhere c, will denote a constant depending only on dimension 
that may vary from formula to formula. 
The normalized Laguerre function is Zk(s) = e-“‘L:(s). We will use 
for all k. 
This follows from [3, Vol. 2, p. 189 (15), p. 207 (14)]. 
The inversion formula [8,2.2] is 
(6.3) 
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f(r, t, x) = c, x O” O” e-i’1eciX”F(j3, r, <) 14(7, r) 
4 I 1  ^--oc -cc 
x Ir(“d?dr, (6.4) 
where 1,(r, r) = (1,,(2 (rl r:) 1,J2 lr( ri) ... lbm(2 /r/ rb)). 
(6.5) LEMMA. Suppose that k, and k, are homogeneous distributions, 
C” away from 0 on IH” x R, of degree -a + A,, -a + AZ, respectively. If 
A, -t AZ < a, then k, * k, is a homogeneous distribution C” away from 0 of 
degree -a +;I, +/i,and<T(k, * k2)=.T(kl),T(kZ). (See 110. Theorem4.41 
for a more general result.) 
In Appendix B we calculate that <F(fm) = F,(/l, r, l). where 
F&C ~3 0 = cm,n 
/*1-l/2 (.‘(I -s)(n-~,“gnrv2+ ‘Bl- I 
2 0 
x(1 +s) (n+nsgnr)/2-n-101e--1~Y4171s I/? & 
and CnL, f 0. Note that F, # 0, because the integrand is positive. Hence, F,l 1 
exists. The obvious choice for g, is F- ‘(F; i). It is a homogeneous 
distribution of the right order, provided it is well-defined. By Lemma (6.5) 
g, * k, = k, * g, = 6. The main point is to prove that ,i”- ‘(FL ‘) is C ’ 
away from 0. 
We will now replace F, by an appropriate constant multiple and drop the 
subscript a. Let 
FE ,.-f0 IT/pl/2 
i 
’ (1 ~s)~n-asgnT)/2+ll-l 
0 
x (1 + s)(n+rrSgn?)/2-n-141e-I?S/4t7iS-1:2 ds 
(6.7) LEMMA. 
(d) 0 < c, < ),1’2F) < c,. 
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Prooj Let h = (*/4 (t(, b = //?I. Big 0 below is independent of h and b. 





+ (log(l + s)) 
x ((2b + m + h)s)“* + + O((2b + m + h)-lo) 
= 1 I’* exp{-(2b + m + h)s + O(s) + O(s3b)} 0 
x ((2b + m + h)s)“* $ + O((2b + m + h)-lo) 
= I ‘* exp{-(2b + m + h)s}(l + O(s) + O(s3b)) 0 





= --u l/2 du e u u+o 
1 
2b+m+h 
=71 ’2 + O(lzlp-1). 
This proves (a). To prove (c), note that 
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Thus. 
+ C roj e- (2 fm t h)shi/Z t k(26 + m + h )j/Z I I:? 
-0 
r 
cc SC e-u(ujt l/2 + Uk+i+ 1/Z)& l,i-kp.h’2 1;‘2 
‘0 u 
s cp-,iiZ-1/2 171-k. 
A similar proof gives (b). 
If / rj p -’ is less than a small constant, then (a) implies (d). If not, then 
26 + m + h < C. Because --n < a < n, the integral for F is absolutely 
convergent and positive. The formula for p”‘F on the first line of the proof 
shows that p’lZF is a continuous positive function of h and b on a compact 
set: h > 0, b > 0; 2b + m + h < C. Therefore. (d) holds. 
Let do E C?(P) with 
4,(s) = 1 Isi < Et,. 
=o ) s I > 2c,, .
Define d(p. r. <) = $,,(7pm ‘). 
(6.8) LEMMA. PP’(1 - 4) and ,F-~‘((l - 9) F ‘) are C” homogeneous 
distributions away from 0. 
ProoJ Let w(p, r, r) = $o@). The support of 1 - 4 is the set where I 51 2 
t:,+. Using (6.4), ,F-‘( 1 - 4) = A, + A>, where 
A,=\‘\‘]‘(1 -~)~e~“‘e-‘“‘“l,(r,r)!r/“dtdt;. 
I3 .. 
A2=x 1‘1‘(1 -ti)(l --)e~“‘e-i”‘“I,(r,v)!t~md7dr. 
L? .. 
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Any derivative of A, in t, X, z is dominated by (see (6.3)) 
which is finite because the support of (1 - 4)~ is compact. 
For A, we must introduce the operator /i with the property 
Ast( g) = Sr((jz 1’ + it + x2) g(z, t, x)). 
If we can show that for any k there exists N such that 
.FP ‘(A”( 1 - $)( 1 - w)) has k derivatives away from 0 then 
<F-‘((l -#)(l -w)) is C” away from0. 
Let ej denote the multi-index with entry 1 in the jth place and zero 
elsewhere. Denote 
DjS(/3, t, () = S(p + ej, Z, l) + S(P - ej3 f3 0 - 2ScP3 r, 0 
Let os(p, t, 0 = supj ) D,s(~, t, <)I. Geller (81 has calculated that 





IP(l -y)(l -~)I~C@N151-N-M+p-M), 
On the support of (1 - w)(l -d), Ir( > Q,P and p > q,. Therefore, I/31 < ET’. 
We thus obtain 
&$-$(/zj2+x2+it)+‘AI / 
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This concludes the proof that <;T-‘( 1 - 4) is C” away from the origin. The 
same proof using estimates from Lemma 6.7(c) and (d) shows 
5. ‘(( 1 - 4) F -‘) is C” away from zero. 
(6.9) LEMMA. .Tp ‘@‘I’) is a homogeneous distribution C” away, from 0 
(of degree --a ~~~ 1). 
This lemma is a consequence of a theorem of Folland 15 1. Denote by i,, 
the sub-Laplacian on lhm (YO = 4 CT’, Xi + Yi). The symbol of Y(, is 
(2 IpI + m) /r/ (see 19)). Thus the symbol of 
is p. Folland constructed a homogeneous kernel R, . C” away from 0 such 
that 
ThusP-(R,)=p-“I. 
The kernel we want is 
It is C” away from zero because it is obtained from R, by differentiation. 
(6.10) LEMMA. .Tp’(E”“F-‘) is a homogeneous distribution that is CL 
away from 0 for suflciently large N. 
Proof: As in Lemma (6.8), we split the integral into two parts. 
A, =;jj VW Vi ‘F~‘e-i’Te-ix’rl,(r, r) /s/~ dr d[. 
A, is the same as A, with w replaced by 1 - II/. Using (6.3) 
2 C I[ y/q4 /El“+’ (F-II Ip1”‘(1 + jri)“l(l + lW”dsd5, 
._ 
where N, depends only on j, k, y. From Lemma (6.7a), IEi’ I ’ & 
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lHN+wN+” and Lemma (6.7d), IF-‘1 <p”*. Notice also that (rip-‘< 
(2 I /? + m)- ‘. Therefore, the sum above is dominated by 
C x (2 1 PI + WI-“‘lj I//$( 1 + P)*~I+ ‘* dr d( < co 
B 
because p < E, on the support of v/. 
For A,, we need to act by AN2. By reasoning similar to that in 
Lemma (6.8), this gives rise to a bound of the form 
y (1 -W)~(7pp-‘)N+‘Itl-N21pl’Y’ 
1 4 ” 
where we can assume N,$2]yl+k and 
(2 I/? + m)-‘, this reduces to 
N&N*. Using rp- ’ < 
x (2 IpI + n~-~‘(” p-M2drd< < co, 
4 P>CO 
because p > q, on the support of 1 - w. This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 
Let us now prove Theorem (6.1). F-’ = B, + B, + B,, where B, = 
#pl’*(l + E + . . . +EN), B2+EN+’ F-‘, and B, = (1 - 4) F-l. By Lemmas 
(6.8), (6.9), and (6.5), Y-‘(1 - 4) (and hence R-I(#)), X-‘@l’*), X-‘(E) 
are homogeneous distributions that are C” away from zero. By 
Lemma (6.5), B, is C” away from zero. The same is true for B, 
(Lemma (6.8)). Finally, Lemma (6.10) says that B, is Ck away from zero. 
Since this is true for any k, F-‘(F-r) is Cm away from zero. Q.E.D. 
Remark. This inversion procedure enables one to write down a formula 
for the symbol of the Poisson kernel for Ye in the upper half space 
{(z, r) I Im z, > 0) by taking the composition of g, with the single layer 
potential. In H’ this formula is completely explict and very easy to obtain, 
since the boundary group is just Euclidean space R2 and the symbol for the 
single layer potential was already calculated by Greiner and Steiner [ 111. In 
all cases it is possible to deduce sharp estimates from the formula. Another 
formula for the case of this upper half plane in H’ and for the operator 4p, 
was given by Gaveau [7]. There appears to be an error in his formula-it is 
not invariant under left translation. 
7. REGULARITY IN THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR 4", 
Let D c IH” be a smooth, bounded domain. Let 4 E CF(IH”) be supported 
in a small neighborhood of a non-characteristic point of 30. Let -n < a < n. 
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(7.1) THEOREM. For f E r,(B) and g E I-, + ,(aD), there is a unique 
solution to 
P&u = f in D; 24 /xl = g. (“1 
Moreover, $24 E To + ,(6). 
ProojI Note that f-pa g E r, c L’(D).’ From Kohn’s subcoercive 
estimate (1. 1 ), the problem 
P;w= f -Y”g in D and w Iin = 0 
has a unique solution w E L*(D). Let u = w + g. Then u is the unique 
solution to (*) in L2(D). Let v be a smooth function with compact support 
that is 1 on the support of $. The theorem of Kohn and Nirenberg [ 14, 
Theorem 41 shows that if yf and ylg are Cot, then & E C”(b). What we 
need is an estimate a priori that if ylfand wg are C”. then 
Ile41rq+*m G C(ll v/gllr,,, can, + II vf I/r,cm +II w IL wd (7.2) 
The fact that @u E To+2(D) when u/s and wg are not C” follows from a 
routine limiting argument based on (7.2). 
TO prove (7.2) we will construct a parametrix for the Dirichlet problem. 
The method is analogous to that given for the ordinary Dirichlet problem by 
Greiner and Stein [ 111. Let V be a small ball about a non-characteristic 
point; M = Vf’aD. As in Theorem (5.3) let K denote the homogeneous 
fundamental solution to Y a’ 
(7.3) LEMMA. There is an operator P: C”(G) 4 C” ( Vn 0) such [hut 
for any g E C’L((ii;l), 
(a) YOP(g)=O in VnD, 
@I 14 .. P(g) = g on M. (P(g) is a function on V~? D wirh coot 
dinates (6. x), x E M.) 
(c) For any N there is a Poisson-type operator of order zero. p, such 
that P - p has a kernel in Cv( V n D x M). 
(For a similar theorem, see 7.57 of [ 111). 
Proojl According to Corollary (5.4), the main term of the single layer 
potential K((E, x). y) is I?~(@( y, x)). In Theorem (6.1) we found g, so that 
k,,* g,=6 on It-“-’ x R. The kernel Fe+, y) given by composition of 
operators with kernel K((E, x), y) and g,(O(y, x)) is a Poisson-type operator 
of order zero. Moreover, by Theorem (3.9), lim, +,, p<(x, y) = 6,(y) + E(x. J,). 
where E is the sum of a kernel of class S;’ and a kernel in C” for arbitrarily 
large N. 
’ <q is identified with an extension belonging to f, i Jo). 
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Let P,, E denote operators with kernels F&Y, y) and E(x, y). By a 
standard Neumann series argument (possibly shrinking M) we can replace pe 
byP,(Z-E+E*+ -+E’)andEb th y e composition of E with itself) + 1 
times and assume that E has a kernel in CN for any large N. For a 
sufficiently small neighborhood M, the kernel of (Z + E)-’ - Z belongs to CN. 
Thus P, = e(Z + E)-’ satisfies Lemma (7.3). 
For f E Cp( v), denote 
G(f) = K(f) - P(Kf) IL> 
(K is the fundamental solution to 4k& as above.) From (7.3) we deduce 
(7.4) THEOREM. ZffE C?(Y), gE C~(M), and u=G(f)+ P(g), then 
L$u=fin VADanduI,=g(see [11,7.62]). 
(7.5) THEOREM. If u E C~(Y), then u = G,(gau) t P,(u IM) in Vno, 
where G, and P, dlfler from G and P by integral operators with C” kernels. 
Theorem (7.5) follows from Theorem (7.4) as in 7.67 of [ 111. The only 
change is that Green’s formula is replaced by its analogue (see [7]) 
= . 
1 au 
(u(Dr . Dw) - #(Dr. Du)) f$j t ia j 
au 
u@Tr&, 
where r is a defining function for U, 
Dr = (X, r ,..., X, r, Y, rj ,..., Y,, r); 
]IVrjl is the ordinary length of the ordinary gradient, and da is surface 
measure on aZJ. 
Let u E Cco(V) and f = ip,u. For 4 E C?(V) we have Pa(@) = 
#f + Dr(uVd), where D, is an operator of class S$ (see Sect. 4). Hence, by 
Theorem (7.5 ), 
du = G&f + DlW’$)) +P,@ lw)- 
We can rewrite this as 
$u = G,(vf > + P1Nvg)) + R(w), 
where g = u I,+, and IJI E Cr, w = 1 on the support of 4 and 
R(w) = K,(w) + P(W*(w)) IM 
(7.6) 
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where K, and K, are of class S;‘. For sufficiently large s, H, c Lz,. The 
operators K, and K, map H, to H,+,,* [15, Theorem ll] and it is easy to 
show that P maps H,(M) to H,(Vn 6). It follows from an iteration of (7.6) 
with nested cut-off functions that 
where 4, = 1 on the support of 4 and v = 1 on the support of q+, . Next. K, 
and K, are bounded from To to I-,,, (Theorem (4.2)) and from L” to r, 
(see [ 15, Chap. III]). Furthermore, P maps T,(M) to r,?( r/n 0). An 
iteration with nested cut-off functions shows that 
lI@ll ro+#n G C(ll wllr,+,c,w + II v!llr,tm + 11414I ~W,). 
This, combined with the estimate above on ]]#1 u/I,, gives (7.2). 
APPENDIX A 
In this appendix we will prove the theorems and lemmas stated in 
Section 4. For notation, see Section 4. 
(4.5) LEMMA. If f E fb(h4), and pJx, D) is a Poisson-t-vpe operator of 
order 0 and g(w) = p,(x, D)f, where w has coordinates (E, x), then g is 
smooth for F > 0 and 
]x’g(w)] 2 C max(1, d(w, M)4m ‘;I). 
for P# /y/. 
Proof: First of all, for ] y] </I, the estimate follows immediately from 
Theorem (4.2). The dyadic decomposition of a symbol a(x, <) E Si is as 
follows [ 15, p. 491. Choose v E P(R) so that w > 0 and 
v(t) = 1 t<l 
=o t > 2. 
Denote aO(x. <) = y&(X, 0) a(x, 8. 
aJ(x, <) = (yl(2-jp(x, t)) - i~(2-j~ ‘P(X3 0)) a@, 0 
a(x, r) = 1 aj(& 0. 
i>O 
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The kernel kj(x, x - y) = I a,(~, <) e-2nil’(x-y) d< is well-defined because uj 
has compact support in IJ!. The kernels kj(X, x - y) satisfy the estimate [ 131 
I kj(x9 x - Y)I < cN, 2 ‘(k+a)( 1+ 2’d(x, y))-“‘1, 
where a = 2n + 1. (a is the homogeneous dimension of IH” x R.) Moreover, 
for j > 1, ] kj(x, x - y) Q(y) dy = 0 for any polynomial Q(y) in local coor- 
dinates on M. This is because a,(~, <) vanishes in a neighborhood of r = 0. 
In our case, we can write 
~‘,(xv o1.f = 2 j” ki(x, x - Y> f(y) dy. 
j 
ki depends on y, of course. Since 
uniformly in E, we have the estimates 
e SaN2 j -&Jx, x - Y> < C2 j(-G+N2tIYlta)(l +d(x,y) 2j)-Nj, 
where C depends on N,, y, and 6. 
We will now estimate 
m(w) = c b%X>~ 
where 
g’,(x) = 1 k’;(x, x - Y> f(u) du. 




aEN, d(x) = 12 -$ kj(x, x - v>(f(v> - Q,,,,,(Y)> dv 
for j> 1. There exists a dimensional constant A such that (see [ 131) 
If(y) - Q,,,,,(y)l < C2A’~4, where d(x, y) N 2’&, I= 1,2 ,... . Hence 
5 c C 2i(-~+N2+IyI+a)(l + 2j21e)-N1 21AE4 
1 dy l>O d(x,y)4k 
< c x 2i(-S+N2+Iyl+a)(l + 2(+le)-Nl 2/AE4(21E)oa 
I>0 
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Case 1. 2j>&-‘. Let N,=O, N, >A +a. Then 
I &)I 5 cc 8+4+n2j(-Bilyl+a) \‘ (1 + (2je) 2'pp"'a' 
/S 
Now choose 6 > ly1 +a, 
Case 2. 2j < E- ‘. This time, let 6 = 0, N, > A + a. 
By Taylor’s formula, 
The first term is estimated trivially by C2-’ as in Case 1. For the second 
term we have the bound 
1 S4+a-NI ds 2j(N2+ i;'l+o .v,, 
provided N, < N, - (p + a). We will also choose Nz > N, - (I y/ + a). 
(Remember, ) y 1 > /3.) Finally, 
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*jgm, I &)I 
SC x 2-j+c 2 pZ+4+a-N12j(N2+ Iyl ta-N,) 
2j>c-1 2j>s-1 
5 C(1 + EDP’Y’). 
Let D be a smooth domain in IH”. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Suppose that k < /? < k + 1, g E Cm(D) and IxYg(w)l 5 
Cmax(1, d(w, aD)O-‘Y’)for Iyl< 3(k + 1); then u E T,(D). 
Proof: Let D7 denote the left-invariant operator that agrees with 8/&vy at 
0. For w E D, denote d = d(w, aD). If d(x, w) < jd, then Taylor’s formula 
can be written g(x) = P(x, w) + R(x, w), where 




c cy,jsqw- lx)’ 
0 k+l<lyl<Z(k+l) 
O<j<ktl 
x Dyg(w(s(w- lx))) ds. 
The hypothesis of the lemma implies 
IR(x, w)I 2 C) w-~x~~+’ d4-‘kt” 2 C min(d(w, x), d)” 
if d(x, w) < id. More generally, if I y I < k, then 
ID;Z?(x, w)l 5 Cd4-lY’. 
Choose b E D such that (w-lb I < id. 
P(x, b) - P(x, w) = ,y;k f (DgR(h a))(~-‘b)Y. (2) 
This identity holds because each side is a polynomial of (non-isotropic) 
degree k whose Taylor series at b coincide: 
D’(P(x, b) - P(x, WI> Ix=* = DyMx) -P@, WI> Ix=b 
= DyR(x, w) Ix+ 
Formula (2) implies 
I D;(P(x, b) - P(x, w))l < Cd4-‘Y’ (3) 
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provided /b- ‘w( < id and (x-lw/ ( 100d. (Note that we have extended the 
range of x far beyond aD.> 
Because D is a domain with bounded second derivatives, one can 
construct a chain of balls Bj = (z: d(z, xj) < di}D such that x, = )I’, x, = s: 
d(B,, 8D) > cdj, and dj = (1 + r)-jd, whenever x E D. d(x, ~1) < 100d. Here 
Y > 0 depends only on D. Hence using (3) for 1’ := 0, 
I g(x) - P(x, w>l 5 y jP(x, Xi) - P(x. x, , j )I 
j= 1 
SC 2, ((1 +r) ’ d)” 2 Cd”. 
.i 
for all x E D, d(x, w) < 100d. 
This procedure shows that g(x) is continuous in 0. Moreover. for any 
point x E 0, distance 6 > 0 and any point M’ such that d(w. a) < 8 and 
d(w, 3D) > CA we can show that 
I g(x) - P(& w)l < a4 for d(x, w) < 1006. (4) 
Take a Whitney decomposition of “D relative to the distance function d. 
(This is possible because d satisfies the approximate triangle inequality.) Let 
ei be a partition of unity subordinate to the “cubes” Qi. We can demand that 
lX;‘#jjl < C diam(Qj) ’ ‘. 
Let p,i be a point of D such that d(pj, 8D) > c diam Qi and d(p,, Q,) <. 
C diam Qi. 
Define 
k(x) = g(x) XED 
= 1 p(xY Pj) #j(x> x E “D . 
1 
Estimate (3) and the estimates on Xt#j above imply that 
1 D?Eg(x)J < C max( 1, d(x, 8D))” ’ jJ’ 
for x E ‘D. By the same argument as for g, Eg satisfies (4) in all 1~” and 
hence belongs to r,. 
PROPOSITION. For k < ,LI < k + 1, f E r, if and only iffor every x there 
exists P( y, x), a polynomial in y of homogeneous degree k such that 
If(Y>-P(Y,x)l~cIY~‘x14. 
Furthermore, I D;(f( y) - P( y, x))] 5 C I y - ‘x ( 4 lY’, for a21 Iy 1 < k. 
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Proof: As in Lemma (4.6), denote the Taylor polynomial of 
homogeneous degree k. 
PO, x> = ,y;k ~~~(x)(y-‘x)y. 
We will show that If(y) - P(y, x)1 2 C 1 y- ‘~1~. The estimate for 
Di(f(y) - P(y, x)) is the same because D’f E TO-,,, . Theorem (4.1) implies 
F = 2 4, where &E C” and 10x1 Q C,Ji(-5+‘y’). Let fs = Cz-j>a fj. The 
sum is finite, so fs E C”. Denote the Taylor polynomial offs of degree k by 
P,,,,,(y). Nagel and Stein have shown 
If 0) - G,,,(Y)l G CP for Ix-‘~l < 6. 
Hence it suffices to prove 
IP(Y3 x> - P,,,,,(Y)l 5 c# for Ix-‘JJ[ < 6. 
This reduces to a comparison of the coefficients of the two polynomials. We 
must check that for I y( <k, 
1 D’f (x) - Dya(x)l 2 C#- Iy’. 
In fact, 
I W(x) - W&I = C & lPW)l 
< ,F, 2j(-4+‘7’) 2 CP’Y’, 
since /I > k. This proves the proposition. 
We will now prove Theorem (4.3) that restr. r, I,+, = r,(M). We need only 
prove the theorem for non-integer values of p, because both collections of 
spaces are real interpolation scales. Choose k so that k </I ( k + 1. Begin 
withf ET&,. By definition, f is the restriction of a function of r,, which 
we will also denote by f. 
Let x E M. Let P(y, x) be the Taylor polynomial off at x in coordinates 
on IH”: 
KY, x) = c W(x)(v-‘x)‘~ 
As a function of y, P(y, x) has bounded CN norm for any N (say, N = 2k) in 
a neighborhood of x of size 1. (Indeed, the coefficients Dy(x) are bounded.) 
Therefore, if Q,(y) is the Taylor polynomial of P( y, x) in local coordinates 
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on M we can assume that (P(y, x) - Q,(y)1 < CJN for d(x. JJ) < 6. Now by 
the proposition, for d(x, y) < 6, 
MY) - Q,(y)1 G IW, x> - Q,(r)1 +V-(Y) - Q.Y, .x)1 
< csn’+ ccv < CtP. 
Thus restr. I-, lM c T,(M). The opposite inclusion is an easy consequence of 
Lemmas (4.5) and (4.6). 
APPENDIX B 
Our goal is to calculate the group Fourier transform F,,(p, 7, [) = / F(fl,)’ 
on IHm X R, for 
f,(z, t,x) = (lzl’ + x* - jf)-(“+a)‘*(lzl* +x* + jr) ‘n Id;* 
(m = n - 1). Recall that (z, t) E Cm x IR, [E iezm, 7 E IR, r E iR are dual to 
z, t, x. We allow the possibility m = 0, in which case the group is lHo x IF = 
Fi x I? with homogeneity 2 in t and one in x. We can view iHm x iR as a 
hyperplane in IHi” with z, = (x + iy). The dual variable y is denoted r]. 
We begin with a formula of Greiner and Stein for the ordinary Fourier 
transform of the fundamental solution of Pa on IH”. Denote 
@&3 z, 3 t) = (IZj’+ IZ,/* - it)p(n+a)‘2(lZ12 + /Z,/’ + it)-” n”‘. 
Then ([ 11, p. 341): 
&J[, 7, r, q)= c,,, 171-l (’ (1 -S)(nmusgnT)‘* ’ 
“0 
x (1 +s) (n+aSgllr)/2-le -~(16l~+I’*q~)S/41rl & 
Also, C,,, # 0 for -n < a < n. 
Notice thatf, is the restriction of @a to IH”’ x R. 
Thus, 
I See Section 6, formulas (6.6) and (6.2). 
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where 
When m = 0, our calculation is complete. We have a formula for fl,(,, <) on 
IR2. (Just omit the factor e-‘Si*s’4’r’.) 
For m 2 1, formula (6.6) follows from 
PROPOSITION. 
I;,(P, r,t) = c,,, I 1 (1 - s)‘4’(1 + s)-m-‘b’ h(s)ds. 0 
Proof We are using the convention 
-g(z) dz = F.T.g. 
Recall that [ 18, p. 155, 4, Vol. 2, p. 42 (3); 4, Vol. 1, p. 174 (28)] if g(z) = 




xme-(“2)X*L;bT’(x2)Jm(x~)~~= (-1)14’ e-(1/2)y2ym-1L~~~1(y2) (2) 
0 
provided Re m > 0, Re p > 0. 
Applying (l), a change of variable, and (2), 
F.T. L;“d;‘(2 IzI 1~1’) e-‘*“Z’* 
x J,-, (Ax) x”dx ,zI-((‘“+~)~~) 
(3) 
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f:‘(z, r, r) = ( 1 e’%2”‘f(Z. x, t) dx dt. 
” -00” -a 
From (6.2). 
r= (Iz,~,.,., lz,,l). Th’ 1s integral is the inner product on Rim of radial 
functions f x’(z, {, r) and 
Lfby’(2 /rj l~l’)e ‘T”; ‘. 
By Plancherel’s theorem with w = i[i, 




The constant C,,, may change from line to line, but it depends only on m 
and a and does not vanish for -n < a < n. 
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